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A3STRACT 

fh~ shape of the 'It'- -p differential ecatte:rin.g cross section in th€ bar:kw~. · 

hemisphere should be aensitive to the nature of the "resonances" a.G&Um'::t'. to be 

responsible for th.e peaka in the total cross aecti<m at 600 and. 900 !v!ev. Tht"; 

angular distribution of protons scattered in the forward hemisphere by pion€ 

of kinetic energy around 92:5 Mev, co1.·responding to pion. c. m, anglee from 65 a. 

to 150 deg~ waa obtained by placing nuclear emulsions close to liquid hyd:I:"Ofr;.Cn 

and by measuring the direction angle and the grain count of evq;ry p·.:oton tr<A.ck. 

lt is sho~m. that the aenaitivity of ~rnulaions in the temperatur·:l :reg:,.oJ.:o. 

2Z°K < T < 90°K doee not drop below 85% of the sensitivity at 300 °K. 

E';~~ :respectively, for the 600- z.nd 900-Mev levels. 

I , . 

I'he 1·esulting diatribution is conoistent with the assignment o.f D3~~ 
f 

2.!: -
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ANGULAI\.DI3T.RI.SUT1CE~0.i' PR.Yl'OI\iS ~'ROivi ·11-p SCAT r~l ISIC /\!.'900 \:k;• 

. t 
~jogdan C. Maglic,' .Bet·nard f ;., 1 ' i d '· 1 ' D' r • ... e i!:i. an \.,.aro t·..., :t.·L:y-

Physics Department an.d Laboratory for .Nucl~;:ar Science 
Massachusetts lnatitut.e of Technology 

Io l:NTRODUC f!ON 

t;'ollowing the expel:'ime:nt by .:'risch et alo an the "'·,P cress section. 
1 

which first resolved the broad maximum near 900 Mev in":o two clea::ly 

separated peaks. 
2 

the question of the properties of the states respona~.blc 

for these peaks has been the subject of considerable spec;l1ationo ~'rom the 

absence of the peaka in n + -p cross section, 
3 

it may be conclu.d~d tha'i.. l::oth 

etates have isotopic spin t = l/2. On the basis of the pion photop:·oduct:ort 

measurements, Wilson suggested that the pea:.k a.t 600 1v1ev corr ~"'ponds · .. : .. 

I . \ 
excited state of the nucleon characterized by the angular momet,;tum 31 l~ ~ 

The 900-.Mev level apparentty corresponds to the t :;: 1/2, J ~ 5/l. excite 1 

state originally postulated by Cool et al~ 2 
but not res~-,lved by them from. th. ?

t = 1/2, J = 3/Z peak. However, the assignment of. pion orbital aneula:r 

momentum for both of these levels is arnbigious: The 600-Mev level could 

b 'th o 1/ 2 · n 1/ 2 5 
t. '1 t· h' h 1 d b 1)1/ 2 · ·~ F~1.::. e e:t er .~· 3; 2 or J/l , w~.u e ne :t.g er one cou~.. e Sj'l/ •.>.. ,5/-;.~ 

.have J ;;> 5/2o The crosa·-aection data are shown in Figo 1, in which .::rE. 

plotted the :results of recent measurements on n""- p and ':1 + -p c:~:·css aec:;:ionr 

lnforr.nation on the parity of the 600-iv!ev level con:\ea froru r.ne;: :nn·e·· 

menU of the polarization of the recoil protot~s in the :l:'"eaction y -t p -.. p -i .,, 
0 

Stein, 
7 

confirmed by Connolly and Weillp 8 presentG strong 1'.3Vidence th<t.t H·e 

parity of the 600- Mev level is opposite to that of UH:: 300-lv1ev l-evel (well 

known to be P;;~} : thereby identifying the 600-lv'iev L:wel as D~:r~. Ho .. <.rev. r: 
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inte:rpretation of the measurements by Stein ie not ccL:np.l etely mambigi.:Ju:: J 

j I -, 

<Uld the posaibility still :remains that the level m.ay be Pj~~ o Th~! inte"':p.· .: . 

of the 900- Mev level is still n1ore uncertah.i; ir< the abeeu::e of definite evJ.de~ · 

(either pro or. con) we adopt the prevailing hypotheaig thE•.i: thit> lev·~l m-.2y 

be r. .. l/Z 9 
J: 5/2 ° 

1! the nature of one of the levels were established, the different 

possible interpretations of the other could be checked by observation on ·~h.e 

angular distribution of pions elastically scatte:t-ed in the energy !'egicn 

in which the two levels interfereo This possibility is illustl·ated by the 

curves in Zig. Z, in which we show the angulat· distribut~.ons \Vhich wctuld 

result from pure resonant scattering {Sec, III-.8} under the two aseu.;nt;~:i,~--
~--------------------~~- " 

discussed a.boveo When the diffraction-scattering cont:d.iJution is added to 

these curves. it will completely dom.inate the scattering in the fo:nva1·d 

hemispherea Only the angular distribution of "T> m.esons in the backwarci 

hemisphere ·Hill be relatively unaffected by the diffraction sc«>.ttcdng, and 

thus useful for making a clear distinct.iou between the two hypotheses. 

In making this comparison, it does not see:rn neceSElary to knc>w the a'::>solutc 

diffe1·ential cross section tut ,:mly the relative valt.·.es (the shape) betwe.e:n 

90 deg and 180 deg (Cc me }o Since the backward pion angle:J co:n·espr.md to 

forward angles of the recoil protons, an alternative approach ia to m0:.a.1u.re 

the proton angular distribution in the for,vard hemiaphereo 
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II. LXPLRIM.E.NT AL lvt.L I' HOD 

Ao ~of ~uclear Lmulsions fit L.ow -~empe::tD'~~~~..E.._ 

The most accurate proton angular distribution measUl.·ementa at low 

energies have been performed with nuclear emulsions~ However, compara~:l.: ~ 

accuracy has in general not been achieved in experim.enta at high ene:·gies, 

owing mainly to the very high general baclc.ground at accelerators and the lo\ . .' 

intensity of the investigated beams; hence, the nu.clear emulsion--an ineh·'l.P 

incapable of time discrimination~hae been uoed n'lairt.ly as a qualitative tool. 

But the measurement of g1•ain denoity allows for momentum detel"mination 

over a relatively wide range of proton momenta; this suggests thct, with 

the help of the kinematics of the (two-body) proton .. emitting reaction in 

question~ one should be able to discriminate the relevant proton tracks fror.1 

the g~:meral background by accepting only a ce1·tain grain count at a given 

angle of proton emissiono W'ith this idea in mind we have made a set of 

measurements 10 with nuclear emulsions, IC.f,·.:-r.c~ to both angulal:' and tim~ ·'',.. · '· 

butions of the background, at the Brookhaven Cosmotron (~""igo 4). W~ founc; {e-; 

that the angular distribution of the background is nearly isotropic; (b) the ' -~ 

of the background is proportional to the time of exposure, almost independe~-~ 

the fluctuations of the machine-beam intensity; and (c) it is peaked at the io 1h- ~,. 

minimum but has a broad velocity distribution. From these atttdies we conclt' .. · 

that emulsions could be uaed as an angular-distribution and pola::dzatior.. detcc · :J 

in reactions such as 'Ti-p scattering, provided that the true tracl-t-to-back·· 

ground ratio could be increased by a factor of 10 to 100 over its normal valtl.!. 

thuo allowing short exposureGo Thie could be achieved either by increadng 

the rr-beam intenoity by the same factor-an unrealistic objective at the tim::: 
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we were planning out experiment-=or by placing the e.nul.s:i.ontJ cc close 

to the target-into the liquid hydl·oaEm or in between it and ~he Fy:uid 

nitrogen cooling agent-that the same factor is gained in the solid angle. 

The behavior of emulsions at lo•v temperatures has been studieC: 

by Waniek et alo ll Their results indicated that large variations of the 

emulsion sensitivity are expected in the temperature region between liquid 

nitrogen and He; eo go, the liquid nitrogen sensitivity was reported to be 

about 751}t of the 20°C sensitivity, while at the temperat.urr.! of liquid .He 

it returned to 88% of the value at 20 °C. Since IHJ.ch. variations, if real, 

would make any energy measurement based on the grain ccunt unreliabJe, 

we decided to remeasure the emulsion sensitivity in the temperatut·e region 

from 22 to 90 °K, with no special precautions taken for accu?acy, but only 

to see if the sudden drops of sensitivity occurred anywhere in this temperatu ... 

1•egion. The temperature was measured with a copper- Constantan thermo~ 

couple; linearity of emf vs temperature was assumed between the boilin~. 

points of hydrogen and nitrogeno ~or none of the 30 G.5 pellicles did 

the grain count of the minumum-ionizing particles drop below 85t}t of 

the sensitivity at 20 ° C; most plates showed 87% o£ the grain count at 

20 ° C. Typical grain-count values obtained are plotted in Fig. 3# together 

with the measurements by other authorso We did not find any senGitivit:r 

drops larger than those shown in the figure, in the emulsions used latel' 

in the actual expe:rime:nt" However, since it is pos$;;ible that sensitivity 

varies from batch to batch, and depends on the warming-up and the 

development procedure as well. we do not claim any quantitative ac:cur¢'.cy 

for the result£> shown in Fig. 3o 12 Nevertheless, we conclude that 
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emt~lsions can be uoed in grain-count measurements b~tween 22 ° K a::1d 

90 °Ko This has enabled us to subtend a solid angle abou.t 50 times as la..-3. 

in the experiments with liquid H .... as target, as would have been po6 "ible 
t.. 

if we had ha.d to place the err:~.ulsions outside the target. 

S. I xperimental Arrangement and Procedure 

Figure 4 shows the beam geometl·y and the target-detector array 

at the Brookhaven Cosmotron. Negative n mesona. produced in an internal 

copper target, passed through a pair of strong-focusing magnets and a 

deflecting magnet. The median pion energy was 925::t50 .Mev; but taking 

into account the large energy spread and the shape of the resonance peak 

(Figo 1}, our "effective 11 pion energy was 892 Mev. 

The target was placed behh1d a 12-ft Cosrnotron shield in a concret( 

"house" with a 6-ft-thick wall and with a 1.5-ft steel roo£. L"l a previoua 

run10 
with a dummy target this shielding \Vas found sufficient to reduce the 

background to 10% oi its intensity without the houseo The standard liquid 

hydrogen target used, with liquid nitrogen as a cooling agent, was ori.ginall)r 

designed by Lindenbaum~ ln. order to avoid uncertainties due to the presen:..3 

of material between the liquid hydrogen and the emulsions, we elimina.t3d 

the usual metallic container (bronze foil). and poured the hydrogen straigh1 

into the~yrofoam conta~ The liquid hydrogen \l'olume was l0X.4F.l5 ind.c. ·" 

The emulsions were placed in long slots in the Styrofoam walla, both left 

and right of the beam center, l/2 in. from the liquid. Two sucl. identical 

target assemblies were used alternately~ with a number of spare Styrofoam 

containers.. {The relatively thin Stryofoam walls bet·.1teen rl2 and the 

emulr;iona were likely to break owing to low-temperature streaces; twc 
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in one position (fot·ward) covered an angular ?ange from :; to SO deg ). 2 t.D .i. ;: • 

c,. :mo )! while the other (middle of the Styrofoam contain'el") cover.ed the 

region from l5 to 90 (leg (35 to 180 deg c. me). Two Victtn:een. ionizci;ion 

cbatmbers were placed on each side: 2 .. 5 in. from the beam center: aga5,nct 

the target bo,;. to mmitor the radiation received by t~e emul$icns. The 

ratio o£ the irradiation ineide the ta:rget t(..l the Victoreen reading ontsttie 

the chamber was determined prio:!" to the main run. The Victo:r.~een 

:readings were taken avery 15 minutes during the exposures. A ;;n<-;udm.um 

i:r:e:-adiation dose of 25 mr to the pJ.ates was allowed. 

A ~T--m.eson COUnter telescope was used.to ~onito:r the pion beam. 

behind the taz·get. An average intensity of about.105 -rr/cm
2 

per 1011 

p:v.'i:r.nary protons was obtained durlng each run. The 'il' beam Vla.O collir.<:;.a7.'1('; 

to 3X3 in., 'fhe lateral intensity dietributione meas\tred by the cmmte:: 

telescope, is shown in .F'ig. S. The a:.ngular spl'ead of ~he beam w~.o 

eatimated to be * 3/ ~ de g. 

We made four exposu~es 'V!Jith the 1r- beam. In each of t.he f.c;m::: ~~·· 

· posurea a"l. i:ntegA"ated flux of 3Xto8 n rneeons was incident on th.e ta:.:·gf~t i~. 

about 3 to 4 hours. The exposures were: (a) target completely empC:y; 

{b) nitrogen in the ·~ooling systemJ hydi"og~n container emp·~y; (c} ;uu;!. 

{d} actual J'Uns with liq.uid hyd:rogen.. The emulsions we1·e brought to 
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The true-to···backgrour4d ratio waa determined to he Z.6: 1 by 

counting the number of tl•acks per unit area of the 600 peUides in :runrJ {c) a:1d ',: 

and comparing it with the same nuznber from run (b). Typical numbers 

obtained at three different positions from. the beam center ;u:•e sho·Nn in 

~·ig., 6. 

c. ~~lysiD of :he Plate~-

... 
The front region' of each pellicle was scanned parallel to the front 

edge, from the middle of the pellicle outwards. The grain count and the 

direction angle of every track were measured. A 330-~J. field of view waa 

used to measure the angle; a magnification about two times as la~ge 

was used to measure the grain count. The resulting distribution wa.a plo:;ted 

on a diagram of grain count g vs angle 9. in -Nhich each track was repretH;Jn1: z(j, 

by a doto A typical experimental distribution .for three plates is shown in 

Fig, 7, The solid lil"les represent the upper and the lower limits to th~ 

acceptable grain counto The width is due mainly to fluctuations in the grair.1 

count for cool emulsions and th.e energy spread of the initial beamo but other 

factors (target and the emu!Bion thickness traversed) were taken into accotmt 

as wello 

D. Corrections and the Result 

To the angular distribution of proton tracks, aa obtained from each 

plot like the one in Fig. 7. two geometrical corrections wer~ applied, (a) tar gc"~: 

geometry correction, and (b) detector geometry correctiono so that the 

angulat· distribution at every angular interval is multiplied by the geometr.ical 

correction factor 

·~· L (3) A(~~) dQ 

L(45 deg) A(45 dea}~ • 
(1) 
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where L('))/L(45 deg) and A('3)/ />.{~:, deg) c:1:::: n')rmalizet.' t:--.r J j; L :JtL. 

and detector area :t:espectivelyr and drl/dw ia '::.he conve1·.::ion : ·orn lal"-

to c. mo solic; angle, 

/\part from the geoznetrical corrections (a) and (b), a cor;·~ctic. •1 (c) 

was first made for total background due to both the inelastic p:-oceosec in 

n- ·f p interaction and the general background~ The numbl!!r of dot3 per unit 

area was determined in that part of the g- 3 diagram adjacent to the region 

of acceptable grain counts. ~ve assumed that this gave also the approxima·i;~ 

number of background particles in the region of the acceptable grain coun~. 

and subtracted it from the number obtained in each angular interval. ·:·h::: 

amounted to a correction of 2% to So/o, depending on the angular inh::-val 

!!,rom the known data13 on the cross section, and angular &nd rrwmentum 

distributions of the inelastic process at 1 Bev, we estimated the expect~cl 

background a.nd found it to be in rough agreement with the obse:.:ved backerc-und, 

At small anglesr less than 8 deg in the laboratory system, the 

proton tracks cannot be easily discl'iminated from those of -n mesons., The 

ratio of specific ionizations is L06 to lol, and it rises rapidly with increae;.;J 

of the angle. Thus the point at cos '3 = - 0.9 is lees reliable than the cth~=~ 

points. 

In all, about 1,600 tracke were measuredo After all the correcticnc 

were applied to the observed distribution, the pointswere plotted 

against cos 3Tr the pion scattering angle in the center-of-maDs 

ay~Jtem shown in !i'igso 8 and 9o Typical numbers of 
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p:·otona a:;:e given next to aon1e of the points in F'ig~ 8~ About "/ /'.0 of 

the indicated errors are statiatical in o1·iginc. The rest a;,:ise Ero:n un-

certainty in normalizing our pointe to the abthilute values of the differenHz ~ 

erose set::tiono 

III. INT ERPR.ET ATION 

Ao Co~.e~ri~on with the Results of ~ rwi~d Kope_ 

In r~ig. 8, our results are compared v.ri.th those of Lrwin and Kc:pp, 14 

who observed elastic 'IT- -p scatterings in a hydrogen bubble cha':'llbet·. The 

main difference between their data and ours is in the angular depender .. <:e in 

the region of cos ·3'1T = -Oo5o 

This difference, although not far outside the statistical accuracy 

of their reaulta and ours, serves to ernphasize the difficulty of dravlin:; f~ . .(m 

conclusions. even of a qualitative nature. on the implications of such ob-

servations. Thus Erwin and .Kopp had concluded, on the baais of the curve;; 

shown in fi'igo 8, that the cross section at 950 Mev contains little l!spin. .... flip" 

scattering, a conclusion which could not be drawn from a comparison of 

the same curves with our data .. 

The three curves drawn in Fig. 8 were computed on the followiag ba.ci r;: 

The curve labeled P 1 assumes pure spin-independent scattering (o!:.e 

Appendix 1); it is a least-squares fit of the data of Erwin and Kopp to t:he 

formula 

(2) 

i6.f . 
with a 1 = e sm 61 • The curves labeled F+D and Ot f' assum.e pu.re 

spin-flip scattering,i.e., £(8)1 ~ 0 ( see Appendix I) with the main contributicns 

l/2 1/2 ' to g(9} arising from scattering in, respectively. the P 3; 2 and o
312 

£hate 
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d Dl/2 d .~1/2 t t an S/l an r S/l.. s a·eo. 

Kopp, favor their D- F spin-flip curve • 

.However, ao discussed in the following secticm, tha anal~n:;io c;:_t·mo~ 

be made on eo simple a basisc Scattering in two resonan~ stater: v-:rhich 

would lead to appreciable spin-flip, would also hz:ve an '~ppreciable influ.::~c. 

on the non- spin-flip scattering, in partic::ular through interference with the 

nonresonant "diffraction" scattering which would arioe ;[rom pion abnorption. 

and inelastic scattering, expected to be important at the sn~rei2!l of thene 

experiments. It is also important to note that th.e rapid variation of phc:.cc 

shifts with incident pion energy, a characteriatic o£ the :reoonant nature oi 

the scattering, could lead to appreciable variation of the shape of the angula;· 

distribution with h'lcident pion ene1·gy. Thus, the relatively amall differen.c.z; 

in the effective pion energy between our experiment and that of I:.rv.fin c>nd 

Kopp might account for the difference, if real, in the obc~rved angular 

distributions at large pion sca·ttering angles. However. the data of the Bolog.1..r. 

group, 
15 

obtained at a pion energy halfway between that of our experimc.at 

a.t'ld the experiment of :E.rwin and Kopp, show features more cimilar to cu:.:n~ 

Bo Phase-Shift Anaiyaia_ 

When the scattering depends on the total angular momentum (j :::.2 ±: !/; 

ao well as on I.~ the expression for the differential elaatic scattering ex-on a 

oection becomes more complicated than Eq. (?..): 

(3) 

l:.xpreseions for f(O) and g (8), the non-spin-flip and the spin-flip amplitude::. 

reopectively, a1·e given in terms of the phase ·shifto 61 , ft±l/2. in AppenaJr. lo 



mh.i.ft goel'J through 90 deg at the rer;onancc energy, 

The :reBonant. phase shift m.ay be obtained in te1·:nn of t,'l:3 para·,ncte ':' 

conventionally used to describe the resonance through th~ cxpll:'eosion: 6 

ii'e.i 
'-ca = 1 - TE-1; )+i(I'/ Zl i! 

r 

ZiS 2.ia. 
e = ae 

where E.. ia the !'COOnance energy. and r 11 and f' a1:~ the l'GCona:::\c,; :r eN. 

widths for the clastic and total cross sectionli.i respectivE-ly" J.n ~~oneral, fo:. 

r el < r, 6 ie complex, and it is convenient to ex.pl'tHHJ the amp!itud;~ 

'1 in tern"ls of the real c~·mstants a and a.. 

The ~esonance constants may be evaluated froxn the oba•a::.·ved r;roDr..-

eection curves~ In particulaz~ at resonance 

e 'E=E ) = 4'1Tlt z ( ~jll ) I" el 
res' r r ~ 0 (5) 

However, in t.he case of the observed pior&-nu.cleon c:roaa section. curv ::lC. it : __ ; 

necessary first to oeparate the iaotopi.c spin 1/2. and 3/ ~ compouento 

{6a~ 

and - z 1 3 a (1r p) = 5 otl/2) t '! a <.z> $ 

a.nd alao to subtract the background of nonresonant scattt!t'i:n.g bcior~ ·;;.he 

resonant cross sections are obtained. Since the:t'e is a certain a:rbitrP.Y.in::.r-t:: 

in thlo subtraction procedure~ there ia some ambiguity b the l"fl.~so:.me.n~:e 

parameters obtained by this procedure, e6pecially in the energy region of 

1 o SiJllpl~ i~retatioi_! 

A number of. investigators have attempted to obtain the reaomu1<::::: 

parametero £or the 600- and 900-Mev revonances by the p:;.·ocec\u:re Ollai:,::.ed i'-~i 

We! have uoedth.e follot.ving values ofthe resonant phese J~1ifts! 7 .~t"~l.t·"t'!d a.,·::'. 

pion energy 900 Mev: 
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a 3/ z. :: O. 9: u3/Z ::: !61o2 deg; 

a 5; 2 = 0. 7. a.S/2. = 90 deg. 

t~· , 1 a} 

We have the11 evaluated the differential scatte:~.·ing croso :;ecHon undet· t..-·o 

assumptions: 

(a) D3; 2 - F 5; 2 combination -

az. 3/Z = a3/2 D a3, 5/2 = a5/1. ; 

uz, 3/Z = a.3/Z • u3~ 5/2 = o.s;z • 

All the reet of the o1 ~ l.*l/Z are equal to 0: 

(b) P 3; 2 - F S/Z combination-

al, 3/Z = a3/l/ a3, 5/Z ::: aS/2; 

«1, 3/Z:: a3/Z' Cl3 0 5/2 = a5/l 

All the rest of the o1 ; I.:J:l/Z. are equal to Oo 

{Sai 

(8bl 

The resulting differential elastic scattering erose sectiuno are 

plotted vs cos 9 (c .. m$ ) in Figo Zo 

Zo Re_!?nant._elus hard-sphere ecatteri11g 

The above interpretation has neglected the elastic tJcat'tel'ing in alt 

states other than those of the assumed resonances. Clea.dy, a reasona.bl2 

analysis :must take into account the t'potential" ela.stic ecatte:.:-ing in all 

states, including those in which the1•e is a :resonan.ceo ln order to obtain 

oome qualitative idea of t.b.e effects o! such potential ece.ttel"ing. we have 

computed the differential scattering cross section according to ~. crude 

{and admittec!ly inadequate) model~ in which we have aupe:dmposed the 

diff1·action scattering that would :t•esult f!"Olil a ha:rd spher··; of :;:ad:luo 
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from the standard formula 
j.t (k R) 

tan 61 = ~ Tlllk R) ' 

are then combined 'With the resonant acattedng phaoe 3hHt ,J accordh>t tc. i. . .h .. 

• tlo' i6 
preocnp~.1on 

(iO} 

where 

'i1 1 (pot) = exp[ Zi61 } ~ (ll) 

and 11J/ .(l·eo) is given by Eq. (4)o We have included only term.3 with ... ,J 

I. ~ 3, fol' w.bich Eq. (9) gives 50 =- 168 deg, o
1 

=- 97 deg, 61. =- 45 t'3~, 

and ·6 3 = - 15 dego Using these v-alues of 61 togethe:r wi·~h the x-esonanc':1 

scattering phase shifts given in the preceding aectiont we :::~btain th.e CA.Y ,, 1 

sectiono plotted in Figo 9. 

Our. e.>.::perimental results a1·e compared \"iri.th the computed c:t·o~,:-

section curvea in F.'igo C).., Tb.e m.ost distinctive feature of the ce:mputed cunn;;' 

the strong maximum at coa 3 ~ 0, is dearly absent in the obae~:ve.tio.n.: l:>nt> 
"-

by .Erwin and Kopp (i'l.g. 8) and by uso However~ we are not inclh1ed to r.;:J?::. 

thio as a aingHica.nt discrepar&cy. since thio peak c<Ul. be a.Jcrib(;;d tc ou: 

ae eumption of hard·~sphere scattering, which itJ cert<?..in!y not appl':3p:d ~ .:c ~o 

the .nctual eitua.tion., A more reasonable model for the potential acattel'tn g 

would consider an absorbing 11phere. with incomplete ()pacity (gu-~y .. at}:.n· 

than black), possibly varying with pocition in the apher~. an~ probab~y 
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with a "fuzzy" boundary. Such a model is quite poorly approximated by 

our "hard" sphere; it would undoubtedly reoult in an appreciable reduction 

in the strength of the pealt at approx 0 deg" ae well as in diminutic.'in of the 

relative effects of the potential scattering at backward angles (the differences 

between our Fig .. 3 and Fig. 9). 

Nevertheless, a comparison of .&"igo. 3 and 9 serves to e1npha..size 

the poeeibUity of relatively important effects of the nonresonant scattedng 

on the angular distrih'..ltions~ even at the backward angles, and warns us of 

the necessity of taking such effects into account in interpreting such exper:i.m.el'il.tc., 

Beyond this, we note especially from Fig. 3 that the angular distribu.tiom; 

! or resonant scattering are not markedly different in the two asaumptions 

concerning the nature of the second (600-Mev) resonance .. 18 Although our ob

servations seem to weigh somewhat in favor of the D3/2. - F 312 combination. 

in confirmation of the conclusions of Stein~ 7 we cannot presume to draw any 

firm conclusions from our data. Nor have we explored the coneequences of 

other asoumptions on the nature of the resonances (e. g., P 3/Z.- G'3j?)• or 

the conoequencea of varying the absorption zoadius R or of introducing a fi.!li~\1!! 

transparency in an absorbing sphere. ;\lso, we have tacitly assumed that the 

le35-J3ev level(o) has (have) no influence on the angular dietribution at 0.9 .Bev .. 

We believe that some of the ambiguity of our conclusions could be 

resolved by measurements of the polarisation of the elastically scattered 

recoil protonsa Although it was not poosible to obtain such a measurement 

in our experiment, owing to the high denoity o! the tracko in our plates, we 

believe that using nuclear emulsions in conditions oimi!a.r to those employed 

by uo (but with only 1/3 or 1/4 of the number of protons per mmz)~ will allow 

thio type of 1neaourement when using our result on polarization analyeis by 

ocattering in emuloiona and an along-the-track method of scanning" 
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.A:e_pen2,!~. ! 
The scattering amplitudes of .E.q. {3) are given by· the fon ~·.~.n3 

expressions: 

{Spin-flip) 

g(e~ ~) = zk- L y ./ c e+) 

·vvith 

iJ •. = e~[Zi6n 1 =a exp[ Zia 6 } • 
"~d' . .t.j .itj . 

Jtor a = 1 (6 real) 

1 .,. io . 
6 - 1"! = ule Sln • 

.&ul·thermore, for spin-independent scattering 6 .t ~ .i + 1/2 ::: o~,' 1.-1/2 ' 

and Eq. (Al) reduces to Eq. (l) ~ while g( 8. ~~) = 0 • 

Finally, in the case of absorption a < 1 it ia convenient to ws:ito 

1 ( ~ Zia)· . b 'l Zi~) -1!= &-ae ; , -e • 

F.. quating th.e real and imaginary parts gives 

and 

1 ., • z .... ... a + ,.. a eJ.n a tan A= ,... a ein Z o. 

.,_ a sin l o. 
~-~ = · sin Z f3 

The use of the form of (1 - 'l) given in (A5) enables ua to uoe all of the f::; ~mulz.fl 

conventioncil.ly developed for pure elastic scatteh'"ing, with one airnple l"."'.i::' J~;:.::wl:~ , .. L : 
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(A8e.} 

ApPendix II 

Using Eqs. (A!-2) with terms including I. ~ .3e the diffe::ential elastic 

scattering cross section may be expanded in a series of Legend:t·e .Polynomial::: 

(A9) 

The coefficients A-0 are given by sums o£ the form (Q representing, euccesDivel:··. 

A-G) 

Q .. b. b. sin~. sin fl. cos(~.-~.). 
1J1J 1 J 1 j 

{AlO) 

with the Q.. as given in Tables 1-Vlll belowe ~ ... or e;)t<Unple, from Table H lJ 

.B = 2 bo~ 1/2. bl., 1/Z. sin flo, 1/Z. sin pl, l/2 cos <~o, 1/2 - (31. 1/2.) 

-+ 4 bo, 1/l. bl, 3/2. sin ~0, 1/l. sin ill, 3/2 coe ("o, 1/2- 131, 3/2.) 

.;.•ooe~eeoeeo•tf•• 

+ ;Z:_ bz., 5/2 b3, 7/2 sin f32, 5/Z sin 133,7/2 cos ({32t 5/2- ~3, 7/2} • 

All terms not included in the tablea20 have value 0 .. 



i ,_ 
. ____,. 

sl/Z. 

p!/2 

p3/Z 

0 3/2 

DS/2 

Fs;z 

F7/Z 

i 

s!/Z 

~l/2 

pl/Z 

p3/Z 

p3/Z 

0 3/Z 

Ds;z 
0 5/z 

Table I. 

Table II. 
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A. . coefficients in P
0 l.l 

j 

51/l. 

pl/2. 

p3/l. 

0 3/2 

DS/2. 

1! ... 5/Z. 

F7/?.. 

B .. coefficients in P
1 lJ 

j 

pl/Z 

p3/l. 

0 3/Z. 

03/2. 

0 5/Z 

~ .. 5/Z 

1! ... 5/Z. 

1: .. 1 I z. 

-.. ~.---,~--- -· ---
A. .. 
_21_ . 

! 

1 

2 

2 

3 

':1 .., 

.rJ: ____ .., __ . 
-- ----

B .. 
-~ 

2 

4 

4 

4/5 

36/5 

36/5 

18/35 

72/7 

.-·-~ -~-------
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Table III. C.. coefficients in .P 
lJ z ---·-

i -- _L c .. __ ?:-!. 

·~ 
5112 0 3/Z 4 

5112 05/2. 6 

pl/2. p3/Z ·~ 

pl/2. ~ ... 5/2. 6 

pl/Z p3/Z. 2 

pl/2. F5/Z !2/7 

p3/2. b-7/2 72/7 

03/2. 03/2. 2 

0 3/Z 0 s;z 12/~t 

Ds;z. 0 s;z 24/7 

b ... 5/Z ~'s;z 24/7 

l· .. s;z F1/l 8/7 

lt7/Z E,1/l 100/21 ___ . _ _.._ _____ ... __ ___ ...., 4> ________ 
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Tc-.ble IV. D.. coefficient!." :.n P 3 lJ 
----------·------··-· ·--- ---··- ----·~ ------·------.. ·· --------·---.4--- -~ ~--------~·-.·-._.,--"" 

i _L_ 

5t/Z L·~s;z 

sl/Z. 

pl/2 

p3/2 

p3/Z 

0 3/l 

0 3/2 

05/2. 

0 5/Z 

'1!"'7/2. 

0 5/2 

0 3/Z 
0 5/2 

F5/2 

1;•7 /2 

.... 
"5/2 

l;-7/2. 

==============--=====::::=:=====-===· ·-=====· 
Table V. .L.. coefficients in P 4 lJ 

-, ...... 
-~~L 

(:; 

36/5 

24./5 

o/3 

16/5 

e 

=====================:====================---·--- --· .. r~--·---·- ·--
i 

pl/2. 

p3/2 

p3/2. 

0 3/2 

0 5/2 

J!~5/Z 

F 5/2. 

J.."1/2 

....L 
it.? /l. 

F'5/2 

~"'7 /2 

DS/2 

05/l. 

F5/2 

F7/2 

~-7/Z 

__ IL 
8 

72/7 

40/1 

72/7 

1€/7 

!.fJ./7 

360/77 

:)?.A../11 

================================-·-·-----·-------. ---~---------~-



Table VI. 
-----·---

i 
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l!""' •• coefficients ill P ... 
lJ ~ ··--~-1-.--~--------·------ ,,. 

...L 
F1/Z 

E'5;z 
F7/Z 

.... ~---~------·-
F.·. 
• ..2-L 
40/3 

100/? 

40/7 

==-=-===============-=·=.::..=·=· ·=~:====-=·===·------=-=---== 

Table VU. G .. coefficients in P6 lJ 

===============================================-·=--=--==~~~::==: 
i G ___ J..L 

200/U 

100/33 

====-===========--================·--~------- ·-- .. _- - ... ':'1_.,... _________ _ 
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- + Fig. 1. Total cross section for 'IT + p and n + p 
scattering vs pion kinetic energy in the 
laboratory system. For all references see 
Ref. 4. 
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Fig. 2. Dif.ferential cross section for pure spin-flip 
scattering, as calculated in Sec. III- B. 
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l''ig. 3. Relative sensitivity of nuclear emulsions 
as a function of temperature. The triangles 
are our points; all other points are those 
of Waniek (Ref. 11). 
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Fig. S. Lateral intensity distribution of the n mesons 
in the beam, measured by counter telescope. 
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Fig. 6. Number of tracks per unit area of 600-fl 
emulsion obtained during a run, (b) without, 
and (c) and (d) with, liquid hydrogen in 
the target· container. 
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Fig. 7. Direction angle vs grain count distribution; 
typical experimental data obtained from 
four pellicles. 
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I This experiment 

Histogram :Erwin and Kopp 
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Fig~ 8. Differential cross section for TT- + p 
scattering vs cos e, where e is the 
pion scattering angle in the center -of
mass system. Typical numbers of protons 
are given next to some of our points. The 
data on Erwin and Kopp (histogram) are 
obtained at 950-Mev pion energy. The 
curves are discussed in Sec. III-A. 
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Fig. 9. Differential cross section for n- + p 
scattering.vs cos e, where () is the 
pion center-of-mass angle. The experi
mental points are the same as those in 
Fig. 8. The curves are calculated in 
Sec. III-B. 
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